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Abstract
This study aims to analyze the legal texts of the Labour Code which refers to the elements / clauses in individual
employment contract and clarifying those that have been essential. Rules of the Labour Code which refer to the contents
of the individual employment contract are not consistent. The texts of the La bour Code which refer to the essential and
specific clauses in individual employment contract are art. 17 para. (1) - (3), art. 20 and art. 41-48. Also Order no.
64/2003 sets out the mandatory elements that must be included in the individual employment con tract, showing that
through negotiation between the parties, the contract may include specific clauses under the law. The analysis is done in
the light of the provisions of art. 1179 and art. 1185 of the Civil Code, as in common law. At the end of the stud y, we
conclude that certain provisions were essential character to the conclusion of any individual employment contract, others
result of the negotiation, have essential character only to the contracting parties, while certain clauses are essential for
certain types of individual employment contracts . Finally, it is assessed and the consequences of lack of essential clauses
and establish its content contrary to legal norms.
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Recently, at a conference dedicated to labor law2 were discussed clauses of the individ ua l
employment contract, trying to define what is meant by essential clauses and specific clauses in this
contract. Contradictory allegations have prompted a debate on the types of clauses in individ ua l
employment contract, without arriving at a definition of these terms. Therefore, understanding these
debates to extend below.
1. Introductory considerations
A. Civil Code operates to distinguish between the essential elements of the contract, the essential
conditions for the validity of a contract and the essential terms of a contract.
Art. 1179 of the Civil Code provides essential conditions for the validity of a contract, namely:
the capacity to contract, the parties consent, a specific object and legitimate, lawful and moral cause.
These conditions are basically the same with the validity of any legal act. The contract ends following
the meeting of two wills consistent legal order of birth, modification or extinguishment of a legal
relationship. According to art. 1182 par. (1) of the Civil Code, the contract is concluded through
negotiation by the parties or by accepting without reservation of an offer to contract. The elements
on which the parties must reach consensus to conclude the contract in art. 1182 par. (2) The legislature
has operated the distinction between by elements essential and secondary elements without stable
content („it is sufficient for the parties to agree on the essential elements of the contract, even if it
allows some secondary elements to be agreed later times Instructs their determination to another
person”). The civil legal doctrine 3 recognizes that essential characteristic refers to the benefits
derived from the contract for each side, and secondary elements arising therefrom. But it is possible
that one party or both parties to consider an essential element of the contract being considered which
would have been normally secondary. In this case, art. 1185 of the Civil Code states that despite the
rule laid down in art. 1182 par. (1) and (2), the contract can not be considered concluded only when
an agreement is reached and appreciated element on one side or both as essential.
Civil Code does not define what is meant by essential clauses in the contract. Analysis of legal
texts is inferred that are essential clauses be set so the ex law or by the will of the parties. Where are
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designated as essential by the will of the parties, the Code states that must be accepted in writing by
the party who proposed them. As a result, the essential terms not identified with the essentia ls,
essential clauses sphere is higher than that of the essential elements in the contract. Also, the validity
terms are independent, being neither provision nor essential.
B. Compared to the existing regulation in civil law, labor law is not reflected concept of essential
elements, only the essential clauses and specific clauses.
Legal texts incidents are:
- Art. 17 para. (1) of the Labour Code: "Prior to the conclusion or modification of individ ua l
employment contract, the employer must inform the person selected for employment or, where
applicable, the employee of the terms upon which they intend to include in the contract or amend. "
- Art. 17 para. (3) of the Labour Code: "The person selected for employment or employee, as the case
will be informed at least:
a) the identity of the parties;
b) work or, in the absence of fixed job, the possibility that employee to work in different locations;
c) premises or, where appropriate, the domicile of the employer;
d) position / occupation according to the Classification of Occupations in Romania or other
regulations and job descriptions, specifying duties of the post;
e) professional activity evaluation criteria applicable to the employee by the employer;
f) risks specific to the job;
g) the date on which the contract is to take effect;
h) for a fixed-term employment contract or a temporary contract, its duration;
i) the duration of the leave to which the employee is entitled;
j) conditions to give notice to the Contracting Parties and their duration;
k) basic salary, other constituents of the earnings and frequency of salary payments to the employee
is entitled;
l) during normal working in hours / day and days / week;
m) indicating the collective labor agreement governing the working conditions of employees;
n) during the probationary period. "
- Art. 17 para. (4) "elements of information provided in par. (3) must be reflected in the content
individual contract work ".
- Art. 20 para. (1) of the Labour Code: "Apart from the essential clauses provided for in art. 17
between parties can be negotiated and included in the individual employment contract and other
specific clauses. "
- Art. 41 para. (3) of the Labour Code: "Changing individual employment contract refers to any of
the following: a) duration of the contract; b) the place of work; c) type of work; d) working conditions ;
e) salary; f) working time and rest time. "
- Art. 2 of Order no. 64/2003 approving the model framework of the individual employment contract:
par. (1) "individual employment contract between employer and employee shall include the
mandatory elements set out in the framework model"; par. (2) "By negotiation between the Parties
individual employment contract may include specific clauses under the law."
C. a. In order to form consent for the conclusion or modification of individual employme nt
contract, the Labour Code provides that the employer shall inform the person selected for employme nt
or, where applicable, the employee of the terms upon which they intend to enroll in the contract or
amend them.
Among the items listed in art. 17 para. (3) some information purposes only and does not consent
to form may be subject to individual negotiation [those listed in letter a) letter c) letter m)] while
others may form the object of individual negotiation.
All items on the information that was made and that have been individually negotiated shall be
included under Art. 17 para. (4) of the Code, the content of individual employment contract, the clause
without a contract can not be reached 4 .
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If, by definition, it is about certain types of individual employment contracts, besides the
elements specified in Art. 17 para. (3) it must be acknowledged and subsequently included in the
contract, and other individual items as follows:
- Individual employment contract must include part-time, according to art. 105 par. (1) and: hours
of work and distribution of working hours; the conditions may change work program; a ban on
overtime, except in cases of force majeure or for other urgent works to prevent accidents or to
eliminate their consequences;
- Individual employment contract contains home, according to art. 109: the express mention that
the employee works at home; program under which the employer has the right to control the activity
of the employee and the actual method of control; employer's obligation to provide transportation to
and from the domicile of the employee, as appropriate, raw materials and the materials used in the
activity, as well as the finished products they carry.
b. Art. 41 of the Labour Code establishes the rule that change individual employment contract
may be made only by agreement of the parties [para. (1)]. As an exception, unilateral modification of
contract by the employer is permitted under the limiting of the code: to establish individ ua l
performance objectives for employee [under Art. 40 para. (1) f)] in case of force majeure, as a
disciplinary measure or as a measure to protect the employee (art. 48), for reducing working hours
and salary from 5 days to 4 days per week to remedy the situation caused reduction [art. 52 para. (3)],
in case of delegation (art. 43 and art. 44) and in case of posting (Art. 45-47).
2. Considerations on the essential clauses in individual employment contract
Towards the settlement of the labor code are born more questions that answers make the
following arguments.
2.1. What are the essential clauses in individual employment contract?
From the beginning mention that according to the Explanatory Dictionary of the Romania n
Language, the word "essential" means "which is the most important part of a problem or a thing;
which keeps the essence regarding the essence; primordial, fundamental principal ". Thus, an item
appears to be essential when defining, fundamental for a particular contract.
The wording of all the legal texts that, after undergoing pre-contractual phase (consisting of
presentation of evidence at the employer, project presentation or addendum of the individ ua l
employment contract and individual negotiation), all the terms contained in the contract have been
informed in pursuant to art. 17 para. (1) and (3) can not be considered other than the essential terms.
These clauses are included in the essential framework model of individual employment contract,
approved by Order no. 64/2003. If art. 17 refers only to specific risks station, lit. G and lit. K.
mentioned in order detailing the conditions of employment the employee operating5 and specific
rights related to safety and health at work 6 .
In this regard it is relevant and art. 20 para. (1) of the Code which expressly designates the clauses
of art. 17 as essential clauses.
If the employee is to work abroad, the employer is obliged to provide some additional informatio n
provided in art. 18 para. (1) of the Code. Of this information, par. (2) thereof, the on duration of work
to be performed abroad, the currency in which to pay the remuneration and payment arrangements,
benefits in cash and / or in kind, other than salary, must be reflected in the content of individ ua l
employment contract, is therefore essential clauses in the contract.
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The other clauses of the contract are non defining, fundamental conclusion of the individ ua l
employment contract are not essential.
2.2. What is the ratio of essential items provided for art. 17 para. (3) those listed in art. 41
para. (3) of the Code?
A comparative analysis of these texts shows that: the reference to working conditions in art. 41
para. (3) d) is present only partly in the letter f) risks on job-art. 17 para. (3) and fully framework
model of individual employment contract and probation referred to under n) of art. 17 para. (3) it is
not included in the enumeration of art. 41 para. (3).
The reference to working conditions in art. 41 para. (3) it is not completely original, but the scope
of these conditions is broader than that referred to in art. 17 para. (3) f) and includes health and safety
conditions at work. However, as noted above, the framework model of individual labor contract
clause imposes its contents both on working conditions and on the specific rights relating to health
and safety related work.
In terms of probation, according to art. 31 para. (1), the legislature established the possibility for
individual employment contract parties to insert such a clause. If this clause was inserted in the
contract negotiated and - having established duration of art. 31 para. (1) - she uses both Contracting
Parties. The probationary period is not usually binding. As an exception, the employment of disabled
people, testing the professional skills is made exclusively by way of the probationary period of at
least 45 working days7 .
As it stated in legal doctrine8 , art. 41 para. (3) is not intended to limit in any way change the terms
of which may not be decided unilaterally all the clauses have the force of law to the parties and may
be modified, in principle, by their agreement will.
As a rule, generic elements defined in art. 41 para. (3) are found specifically in art. 17 para. (3)
of the Code. Suplimetare elements are not subject to individual negotiation, being naturally thus finds
himself on probation and that is a possible clause in the contract.
2.3. What are the essential terms that may be subject to unilateral changes by the employe r
and are clauses which may be modified by agreement of the parties?
Respecting the principle of symmetry conclusion of legal documents, if both parties agree,
negotiate the content of the individual employment contract, the Labour Code establishes the rule that
the parties, all only by mutual agreement, may modify it according to art. 41 para. (1) of the Labour
Code. Thus, modification of the individual employment contract is usually done by agreement and
can watch any of the clauses of the contract.
By exception to the rule change individual employment contract by mutual consent, according to
par. (2) thereof is possible unilateral amendment of the work place by the employer in circumsta nces
and conditions laid down by the Code. These situations place a unilateral amendment of labor believes
that based on general and prior consent given by the employee at the end of individual employme nt
contract which has agreed that, exceptionally, during the execution would occur temporary change
situations; These situations are those listed above [pt. I lit. C) b)] 9 .
Art. 41 para. (3) must be interpreted by reference to the preceding paragraphs and the provisio ns
of art. 17 para. (3). As noted, this paragraph expresses in summary form, concentrated all the elements
of art. 17 para. (3) and there is a discrepancy between the two provisions. Consequently, all essential
7
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terms of art. 17 para. (3) which are consistent with those reproduced in synthesis of art. 41 para. (3)
can not be modified except by consent of the parties, pursuant to art. 41 para. (1). Virtually all
essential terms listed art. 17 para. (3) can not be altered by unilateral act of the employer, except in
cases and under conditions determined by law.
Obviously, those items on which is informing the selected person or, where applicable, the
employee and not subject to negotiation individual is inconceivable to be modified by agreement of
the parties (identity of the parties seat or, where appropriate domicile employer collective agreement
applicable), while one of them - collective labor contract - rational, can not be changed by any
unilateral act of the employer.
When modifying the contract by agreement of the parties, employer's obligation to provide
information under Art. 17 of the Code, as the employer and employee are in the negotiation phase for
the modification10 . Conversely, if unilateral changes to the individual employment contract, in cases
and under conditions established by law (delegation, detachment, crossing temporarily in another
work), the employer has the obligation to inform the employee of the terms that will be temporarily
changed since in those cases the parties is not taking place individual negotiation.
2.4. What are the essential clauses and specific clauses in individual employment contract?
According to art. 20 para. (1) and (2) of the Code, the parties can be negotiated and included in
the individual employment contract and other rights and obligations by considering the specific
clauses. Without confining to, they are such clauses: on training, non-compete clause, mobility clause,
the confidentiality clause. Called out specific terms, the parties can negotiate, according to their
interests and in compliance with art. 38 of the Code, any clauses unnamed11 .
These specific clauses named or unnamed, are optional, they may or may not be included in the
content of the employment contract. They are fairly basic, defining termination of employment. None
of the specific clauses can not have an essential character. But once inserted in the contract negotiated
and effect as set by law.
2.5. Outside essential clauses specified in Art. 17 could be other essential clauses in
individual employment contract?
As mentioned above, labor law there is no concept of essential elements, only the essential
clauses and specific clauses in individual employment contract.
In opposition to this view, the Civil Code expressly provides in art. 1185 possibility neîncheier ii
individual employment contract if one side insists to reach agreement on an item or on some form
unless an agreement is reached on them. In such a situation, the contract can not be considered closed,
despite the rule laid down in art. 1182 par. (1) and (2) of the Civil Code, only when an agreement is
reached on the item in question.
In relation to this option, questioning whether labor legislation there any specific regulatio n 12
that does not allow application of art. 1185 of the Civil Code? A specific clause in the individ ua l
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employment contract, named or unnamed, pursuant to art. 1185, could become an essential clause in
the contract?
Given that labor law does not contain specific provisions derogating and that the specific service
is not done in this case impossible to apply the rules of ordinary law consider that a specific clause in
the employment contract could have an essential character if the negotiation that clause that the very
existence of the contract.
As a result, it can advance the idea that on the individual employment contract (like the civil
contract), that an essential clause can result from either law or the will of the parties they intend to
clarify this. Moreover, a clause which is not contrary to law, morals and which is decisive for the
contract parties about volitional is recognized as lawful.
3. Conclusion
In conclusion, labor law distinguishes between essential and specific clauses, named or unnamed,
in the individual employment contract. In our view are essential clause following: the duration, place
of work, type of work, job duties, criteria for assessing the professional activity of the employee
applicable to the employer, working conditions, working hours, annual leave, wages, conditions for
granting the notice period. These clauses must be included in the content of individ ual employme nt
contract, which is the key requirement for complete control of the information that has become
employee. A clause unforeseen by law as having the essential character can acquire such character
when the parties or one of them intend to clarify the negotiation so as they depend on completion of
the work of the individual.
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